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EEG Power-Spectral and Coherence
Differences
Between Attentional States during a Complex
Auditory Task
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This electroencephalographic (EEG) study was designed to explore the differences in power spectra and coherence
associated with subjective levels of engrossment, or absorption, in an auditory task. Quantitative referential EEG
activity was recorded using 19 electrodes while subjects (n = 17) listened to a story and indicated on a continuous
basis, by means of a hand held switch, whether they were engrossed or non-engrossed in the story content. Results from
power spectra data indicated significant differences between subjective engrossed and non-engrossed states
(particularly in the theta and beta1 bands) with increased mean power during engrossed states. Differences in
coherence were not shown to be significantly different. The results suggest that engrossed and non-engrossed states
have different EEG correlates for power measures during specific complex tasks.
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Attention was usefully defined by Tecce (1972) as a hypothetical process of an organism that
facilitates the selection of relevant stimuli from the environment (internal or external) to the
exclusion of other stimuli and results in a response to the relevant stimuli. Although numerous
electroencephalographic investigations have studied attentional processing (Born et al., 1986;
Dalbokova and Kolev, 1992; Molle et al., 1995), research in this area has generally relied on the use
of signal detection procedures using continuous performance tests (Rasey et al., 1996) and vigilance
tasks (Makeig and Inlow, 1993).
A contrast has been made between tasks that necessitate attention to stimuli in order to be processed
(intake) and tasks that necessitate the exclusion of environmental stimuli (rejection) for their
effective completion (Ray and Cole, 1985; Valentino and Dufresne, 1991). Additionally, the role of
perceptual structuring in attentional processes was demonstrated in a study by Giannitrapani (1971),
who found increases in high beta activity (21-33Hz) when subjects were required to structure
stimuli, such as when they listened to a story and had to organize the sounds into a meaningful
narrative.
In order to understand how the brain, particularly the cerebral cortex, is involved in complex
cognitive processes, it is necessary to develop measures that reflect the degree to which activity in
different cortical areas represents functional linkages. Two areas that receive information from
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either subcortical generator or another cortical region may be linked not only to those areas but also
linked together because of this relationship. Typically EEG activity measured from two different
electrode sites employing either a common reference (e.g., linked ears) or in a bipolar configuration
can be compared by their relative amplitude or power spectra as a function of frequency. These
measures represent the degree to which they have a similar amplitude or power (amplitude squared)
distribution within the typical range of EEG frequencies (approx. 0.5 - 40 Hz).
Another measure of functional linkage between brain regions is coherence. Coherence provides a
quantitative measure of the association between pairs of signals as a function of frequency. The
importance of coherence estimates in the study of functional organization of the cortex was first
emphasized by Shaw and Ongley (1972). Coherence measures have found a strong foothold in
electroencephalographic research, with increasing literature on the use of coherence as a measure of
abnormality in clinical medicine (Cantor et al. 1982; Flor-Henry et al., 1982; O’Conner et al. 1979;
Shaw et al., 1977) and as a correlate of cognitive processing (Beaumont et al., 1978; Busk and
Galbraith, 1975; Shaw et al., 1977; Thatcher et al., 1983; Tucker et al., 1982).
According to Thatcher (1992), coherence reflects a number of synaptic connections between
recording sites and the strength of these connections. Thatcher (1992) and Nunez (1995) argue that
high coherence indicates integration of function while low coherence indicates differentiation of
function. Coherence shares some of the characteristics of a correlation coefficient in that it is a value
which varies between 0 and 1. High coherence occurs during epileptic seizures, for example, in 3
Hz wave discharges associated with absence seizures. Coherence is also increased after closed head
injury and in mental retardation (Thatcher, 1991). Low coherence can also be a sign of inappropriate
brain function, particularly following penetrating wounds of the brain where cortical-cortical
connections have been physically severed.
Although a formal understanding of coherence requires complex mathematics, an excellent nonmathematical description of coherence was provided by Shaw (1981). Shaw explained that
coherence can be considered as a measure of the degree to which two signals at a given frequency
maintain a phase-locked relationship over time. Regardless of the phase angle difference between
the signals at a specific frequency, if it is constant, the coherence will be 1.0. If signals have an
entirely random phase relationship, coherence will be 0. The degree to which a phase relationship is
maintained over time between two signals of the same frequency at two locations in the cortex
appears to be a measure of the degree to which they are either functionally linked, or working
together to carry out some kind of processing task. As Shaw points out, coherence is independent of
the amplitude of the signals over the epochs considered, and dependent on their pattern of
fluctuation.
The objective of the current study was to focus on another specialized field of attention -- to
determine whether there are EEG correlates of engrossment; the subjective state of focused attention
that occurs when one is absorbed in a specific task.
The purpose of the present study was to evaluate the frequency distribution and coherence values at
a variety of scalp locations during a task involving intense focused attention, or engrossment, in a
complex auditory task. During complex tasks, there are times in which individuals are completely
engrossed or attentively locked into that material, and other times in which attention tends to drift
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and information processing is either diminished or extinguished. In this study, the power
distribution and coherence at different frequencies were evaluated using a within-subjects design,
during the engrossed and non-engrossed portions of an auditory task

Method
Subjects
Subjects for this study were recruited from senior level undergraduate and graduate level classes
from the University of Tennessee. All subjects were screened for neurological difficulties which
may interfere with attentional mechanisms, such as attention deficit disorder and learning
disabilities. A total of seventeen subjects participated, eight males and nine females, with a range of
ages between 24 and 36 years.
Procedure
A quantitative referential 19-channel EEG (QEEG) was used to provide percentage and power data
within the following frequency domains: delta1 (0.75-2Hz), delta2 (2-4Hz), theta (4-8Hz), alpha (813Hz), beta1 (13-21Hz), and beta2 (21-31Hz). The delta1 and delta2 bands were used to monitor
eye movement artifact, and their data was not used in the final analysis. The QEEG was
administered following the International 10-20 system for electrode placement. An earclip electrode
was placed on each ear using Electrogel (Electro Cap Company) to improve conductance following
preparation using Omniprep solution (D.O. Weaver, Co.). Connections were made using an
electrode cap (Electro Cap Company) and Electrogel was inserted through each sensor to improve
conductance. Impedance measures for all channels were less than 3.5K Ohms. Following
preparation, data were collected for an eyes-open listening condition.
Because this was a within-subjects design, and we were specifically interested in examining the
differences between subjectively reported engrossed and non-engrossed states, a baseline measure
was not used for comparison. During the experimental session, subjects listened to a book on tape
version of Michael Critchton’s The Lost World (Crichton, 1995). They were instructed about the
concept of engrossment, and were required to indicate when they were engrossed in the story by
activating a small hand held rocker switch resting on their laps. When subjects felt they were no
longer engrossed, they were to switch the rocker back to the original position. In this way,
movements were brief and minimal, thus reducing any artifacts that might have been produced by
motor activity. . This procedure was continued throughout the recording session. Following the
session, subjects were questioned regarding their ability to differentiate between engrossed and nonengrossed states using the hand held switch.
EEG activity was recorded at a sampling rate of 128 samples per second. During the listening task,
the EEG recording was annotated automatically for engrossed states by the action of the hand held
switch. Recording was continued until approximately four minutes of engrossed and four minutes of
non-engrossed EEG segments had been collected. Raw EEG was inputted through 19 matched
7P511 pre-amplifiers (Grass Instrument Co.), with band pass filters set to 0.5-70Hz. EEG activity
was digitized on-line by a BMSI 519 ADC board. Following data collection, EEG segments were
analyzed off-line using the Stellate Rhythm 9 system (Stellate Systems, Westmount, Quebec,
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Canada). The Stellate system was used first to remove specific artifacts such as EMG, eye
movements and blinks, and then to combine artifact free EEG for QEEG analysis.

Results
Power Spectra
Paired t-tests (2-tailed) were performed using absolute power data, to compare engrossed and nonengrossed states within the theta, alpha, beta1, and beta2 frequency bands, for each of the 19
locations. Due to the large number of multiple comparisons, a conservative Bonferroni correction
was used. Results showed significant differences between the means for F7, T5, O1, FZ and T4
locations (p < 0.05, after correction) within the theta band. A significant difference between the
means was also found at the C3 location (p < 0.05, after correction) within the beta1 band. Figure 1
displays the locations where significant differences were obtained between the two states as a
function of frequency.
Figure 1
Significant Differences in Power Spectra Between Engrossed and Non-Engrossed States
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Legend: * = p <0.05, ** = p <0.01, *** = p <0.005, **** = p <0.001

Without exception, mean power was greater during the engrossed state than during the nonengrossed for each of the above results.
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Coherence
Coherence was computed for 26 longitudinal pairings (FP1-F7, FP1-F3, FP1-T3, FP1-C3, FP1-T5,
FP1-P3, FP1-O1, FP2-F8, FP2-F4, FP2-T4, FP2-C4, FP2-T6, FP2-P4, FP2-O2, O1-F7, O1-F3, O1T3, O1-C3, O1-T5, O1-P3, O2-F8, O2-F4, O2-T4, O2-C4, O2-T6, and O2-P4) for each of the four
frequency bands. Coherence for each subject was calculated for both the engrossed state and the
non-engrossed state. Differences between these levels were then analyzed for statistical significance
using a 2-tailed t-test (? = 0.05). Once again, a conservative Bonferroni correction was used.
Following this correction, none of the differences in mean coherence proved significantly different.
Figure 2
Significant Differences in Coherence Between Engrossed and Non-Engrossed States

Solid lines illustrate significant difference (0.05) in positive direction.
Dotted lines illustrate significant difference (0.05) in negative direction.

Supplemental Results
The above results were based on an extremely conservative multiple comparison Bonferroni
correction. Significance was lost for a substantial number of locations and coherence pairings due to
this correction. The following details our results before correction -- information that might prove
valuable for future investigations and pre-planned comparisons.
Power Spectra (Uncorrected): Results showed significant differences between the means for all
locations in the theta band: (C3, CZ, PZ, C4, T6, p < 0.05), (FP1, F3, P3, FP2, F4, P4, O2, F8, p <
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0.01), and (F7, T3, T5, O1, FZ, T4, p < 0.001). Within the alpha band, significant differences
between the means (p < 0.05) were found for 8 of the 19 locations (F7, T3, T5, FP1, F3, FZ, FP2,
C4). The beta1 band showed significant differences at 7 locations (F7, FP1, F3, CZ, PZ, p < 0.05),
(P3, p < .005), and (C3, p < 0.001). Beta2 showed significant differences for FZ and C3 (p < 0.05).
Without exception, mean power was greater during the engrossed state than during the nonengrossed for each of the above results.
Coherence (Uncorrected): Results showed significant differences within the theta band for the
following six pairings: FP1-F7, FP1-T3, O2-F4, O2-C4, O2-T4, and O2-P4. For each of these
pairings, the engrossed state showed greater coherence than the non-engrossed state. Within the
alpha band, significant differences were shown for the FP1-F7, O1-T3, and FP2-C4 pairings.
Coherence was greater during engrossed states for pairings FP1-F7 and O1-T3, but lower during
engrossed states for pairing FP2-C4.

Discussion
Our study was exploratory, without a priori hypotheses as to the locations and bands that might
prove important. As with any area of investigation, importance should be placed on adequate
replication. Although significance was lost for many of our results following the conservative
Bonferroni correction, we believe certain trends were apparent which could prove most useful for
pre-planned comparisons in future studies investigating the processes of engrossment.
While all subjects did not activate the hand-held switch indicating engrossment during identical
sections of the story, there was a consistent pattern in the responses. Nearly all subjects transitioned
between non-engrossed and engrossed states throughout the story. Consistent with the variability in
state, the time spent within each state also varied throughout the story.
In order to provide an example for a typical subject, subject S3’s data was evaluated to demonstrate
the transitions between states and also show the variability during the non-engrossed and engrossed
sections. S3 had a total record time of 7 minutes and 55 seconds. Of this, 37 artifact-free epochs (of
8 second duration) were used for analysis, providing a total of 4.93 minutes of data. Within this data
there were six sections of non-engrossed states and six sections of engrossed states, thus indicating
11 transitions between non-engrossed (starting section) and engrossed states. The non-engrossed
states comprised a total of 112 seconds or 1.87 minutes. The longest section was 24 seconds, the
shortest section was 8 seconds with a mean of 18.67 seconds. The engrossed states comprised a total
of 184 seconds or 3.07 minutes. The longest section was 48 seconds, the shortest section was 16
seconds with a mean of 30.67 seconds.
A gross analysis of transitions for the various coherence pairings showed that changes in subjective
engrossment were associated with shifts in coherence levels. Evaluating the transitions between
non-engrossed and engrossed sections for the coherence pairing Fp2-C4 a consistent pattern was
observed. This pairing represents one in which higher coherence was observed during the nonengrossed compared with the engrossed state. This would imply that during the transitions between
the two states, there would be lower coherence when a subject transitioned from non-engrossed to
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engrossed states, and higher coherence when transitioning from engrossed into non-engrossed
states. For subject S3, this pattern was observed in 10 out of the possible 11 transitions, indicating
that changes in engrossment were consistent with changes in coherence.
Our results raise some interesting points regarding the neurological correlates of attentive
mechanisms involved in engrossment in a complex auditory task. First, it must be emphasized that
although the frequency related power differences between the engrossed and non-engrossed state
were significant, the findings from this study do not necessarily generalize to auditory engrossment
in all forms of complex cognitive activity. The particular passages in this task were taken from
portions of the Michael Crichton’s book, The Lost World, in which there were vivid action oriented
scenes. The specific content to which individuals listened involved characters who were trapped in a
tree while being attacked by carnivorous dinosaurs known as Velociraptors. One portion of the
scene involved an individual falling out of the tree and being devoured while the others observed
and expressed fear and terror. What is particularly noteworthy in Figure 1, is that during the
engrossed state there was a considerable increase in theta activity in frontal-central, temporal, and
temporal-parietal locations. The greatest significant differences occurred frontally and in the left
hemisphere in temporal and parietal locations, whereas in the right hemisphere the differences were
primarily frontal and temporal.
Theta activity has generally been considered to be associated with visualization (Niedermeyer and
da Silva, 1993) which would be consistent with the story line of the text. These researchers also
point out that alpha activity, which we found primarily frontally and in the left hemisphere (though
significant differences were lost following Bonferroni correction), is typically associated with a
relaxed non-judgmental state. Alpha activity is often significantly increased in situations where
there is either mastery of a task or relatively little significant mental effort associated with the task.
Beta activity, particularly between 13 and 21 Hz., is associated with active processing of
information and focused attention (Niedermeyer and da Silva, 1993). Beta activity in this study was
significantly increased in the left hemisphere, and to some extent centrally. The largest increases
were seen in areas that are involved in visualization, the extrastriate cortex, approximated by
location P3, and at C3, an area that lies over the motor cortex. Some beta activity was seen in the
higher band pass of 21-32 Hz.
Post-session interviews revealed that subjects responded to different aspects of the scenes that they
were listening to. Some individuals were particularly intrigued by the visual aspects of the action
taking place, some were more involved in the feelings and emotions experienced by the characters
being attacked, and others were more involved in the setting of the scene (i.e., object details and
placement). Visualization of the scene may be associated with the increased theta activity as
indicated above. The evaluation of the emotional components of the scene are more likely
associated with the increases in beta activity. As pointed out by Pilgreen (1995), increased arousal is
associated with increased desynchronization of cortical activity, reflected by higher frequency beta.
The increased alpha activity, which was predominantly located in left frontal regions, possibly
reflects an impersonal, detached type of processing. This activity would be consistent for those
individuals who were more concerned with the object details and placement of the scene.
There was relatively little artifact in our EEG recordings and any eye movement artifact was easily
removed from the analysis. No observable muscle activity contributed to the higher frequencies, i.e.,
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the beta activity, and no significant body or eye movements contributed to the theta activity.
Additional band passes were also analyzed, specifically 0-2 Hz. and 2-4 Hz. Any significant eye
movements would have been registered in these band passes. No significant differences were found
between the two conditions in those frequency domains.
Based on the work of Thatcher and colleagues (e.g., Thatcher et al., 1987) increased coherence
represents increased linkages between brain areas. Thatcher would interpret the increased coherence
in theta activity between FP1 and F7, and FP1 and T3, as being associated with the analytical
aspects of the scene, that is, what is happening, how many people were involved, how many
dinosaurs, the actual details of the setting. The tendency for increased coherence in the right
hemisphere between O2 and a number of locations is associated with self appraisal or interpretation.
In other words, "What would I be feeling, and what would I experience if I were placed in he same
situation as the characters in the story?" The increased coherence between FP1 and F7 in alpha is
also associated with analytical appraisal of the scene. The increased coherence between O1 and T3
is associated with visualization of the scene. The decreased coherence between FP2 and C4 is not
interpretable at the present time based on existing information.
Since linkages between different brain areas and different situations change depending on the
demands of the tasks employed, it is reasonable to propose that different relationships would be
obtained in a study where individuals might be reading factual information or information devoid of
emotional content. This would result, perhaps, in different patterns of coherence and spectral power
as a function of frequency than those obtained in this very vivid, scenic experience. Engrossment
was typically linked more with the action or emotional components of the setting. The statistically
significant differences that were obtained -- particularly for theta and beta in a number of locations - attest to the consistency of the results in this group of individuals who are relatively closely
matched for age, all of normal intelligence, and all able to clearly differentiate between engrossed
and non-engrossed states during this auditory experience. Requiring subjects to report their ongoing
state of awareness possibly introduced an additional cognitive process -- that of self monitoring and
assessment -- which could limit the interpretation of these results purely as neurophysiological
substrates of engrossment. This requirement may have resulted in a less than complete absorption in
the material presented (Polkinghorne, 1989). Future studies designed to eliminate reliance upon self
monitoring, such as presenting material prejudged to be engrossing/non-engrossing by an
independent subject group, could help control for possible alternative explanations.
The further significance of this study is that the measurement of frequency and coherence
differences when one is in a focused attentive and engrossed state, as compared with a nonengrossed state, may provide insight into how the brain processes information involving intense
concentration or focusing. These results have implications as a methodology for assessing such
factors as interest or absorption in particular materials, and perhaps for the assessment and treatment
of attention deficit disorders where the ability to sustain attention and concentration is reduced in
many cognitive situations.
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